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and Education and kDepartment of Molecular Physiology and Biophysics, Vanderbilt University, Nashville, TennesseeABSTRACT Detailed knowledge of tissue response to both systolic and diastolic shock is critical for understanding defibrilla-
tion. Diastolic field stimulation has been much less studied than systolic stimulation, particularly regarding transient virtual
anodes. Here we investigated high-voltage-induced polarization and activation patterns in response to strong diastolic shocks
of various durations and of both polarities, and tested the hypothesis that the activation versus shock duration curve contains a
local minimum for moderate shock durations, and it grows for short and long durations. We found that 0.1–0.2-ms shocks pro-
duced slow and heterogeneous activation. During 0.8–1 ms shocks, the activation was very fast and homogeneous. Further
shock extension to 8 ms delayed activation from 1.55 5 0.27 ms and 1.63 5 0.21 ms at 0.8 ms shock to 2.32 5 0.41 ms
and 2.37 5 0.3 ms (N ¼ 7) for normal and opposite polarities, respectively. The traces from hyperpolarized regions during
3–8 ms shocks exhibited four different phases: beginning negative polarization, fast depolarization, slow depolarization, and
after-shock increase in upstroke velocity. Thus, the shocks of >3 ms in duration created strong hyperpolarization associated
with significant delay (P < 0.05) in activation compared with moderate shocks of 0.8 and 1 ms. This effect appears as a dip
in the activation-versus-shock-duration curve.INTRODUCTIONExternally applied electric fields are known to cause
changes in transmembrane potential (Vm) at locations
distant from the stimulating electrodes, a phenomenon
termed ’’far-field stimulation’’. These regions of positive
and negative polarization are called virtual cathodes and
virtual anodes, respectively. Many explanations for far-field
stimulation have been suggested. Plonsey and Barr (1)
hypothesized that intercellular resistance at gap junctions
causes depolarization and hyperpolarization on opposite
ends of each myocyte. However, attempts to experimentally
verify the sawtooth effect in intact cardiac tissue have failed
(2,3). Theoretical simulations using the bidomain model of
cardiac tissue predict that fiber curvature and unequal
anisotropy ratios between the intra- and extracellular spaces
cause depolarization and hyperpolarization throughout the
heart (4–7), whereas the transmural fiber rotation modulates
the polarization gradient through the bulk of tissue (5).
Ashihara et al. (8) hypothesize that mechanisms responsible
for surface and bulk polarizations can cause tunnel propaga-
tion of postshock activation, which spreads through the
shock-induced intramural excitable area and can underlie
the isoelectric window and the induction of fibrillation.
Other heterogeneities have been hypothesized as contrib-
utors to the mechanism of far-field stimulation. Computer
models incorporating syncytial heterogeneities of the bulk
myocardium revealed islands of hyperpolarization and
depolarization during an external electric shock (9,10).Submitted March 26, 2013, and accepted for publication June 6, 2013.
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of the upper level of vulnerability was recently investigated
in a theoretical study by Mazeh and Roth (11). Using a com-
bination of bidomain and Beeler-Reuter models to represent
passive and active properties of cardiac tissue, they found
that local microscopic heterogeneities, represented with
random fiber geometry, are crucial for determining the
fate of the shock-induced wavefront at the edge of the
virtual anode. Due to the higher threshold for microscale
heterogeneities in comparison to macroscale ones, the local
microscopic heterogeneities can determine the upper level
of vulnerability.
At the scale of macroscopic heterogeneities whose
dimensions are approximately a few cardiac-length con-
stants, the heart can be modeled as a relatively insulated
collection of fibers that, when exposed to an external electri-
cal field, should produce hyperpolarization and depolariza-
tion in a patchy manner (12). In addition, cleavage planes
between muscle layers may create secondary sources
(13–15) of activation, causing nonuniform, anisotropic prop-
agation, and provide a substrate for bulk resetting of the
myocardium during defibrillation (13,16,17). Of potentially
great practical importance is the recognition that the hetero-
geneities created by the coronary microvasculature are of
critical importance to the defibrillation process (18–20).
The boundary conditions of the heart surfaces also affect
how an electric field alters Vm. Latimer and Roth (21)
modeled a slab of tissue with an intracavitary electrode in
two conditions: the epicardium bounded by air, and the
epicardium bounded by a conductive bath. They found
that the conductive bath reverses the sign of Vm in somehttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bpj.2013.06.009
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shock-induced changes in Vm at the epicardial surface.
Additionally, Vm falls off rapidly with depth into the tissue,
suggesting that the optically measured Vm would be much
smaller than the true epicardial Vm. Entcheva et al. (22)
modeled an ellipsoid bidomain heart with transmural fiber
rotation using different boundary conditions. They found
that the induced change in Vm partially results from the
tissue boundary conditions and is not fully determined by
tissue anisotropy.
Each of these hypotheses incorporates heterogeneities,
from microscale to macroscale, as a mechanism for produc-
ing adjacent regions of positive and negative polarization
during an external electric shock—i.e., cathodal regions
that directly stimulate the tissue and accelerate propagation,
and anodal regions that can delay propagation and also lead
to tissue stimulation upon break (23). These adjacent areas
of polarization are potential sources of wavefront generation
that could cause the far-field stimulation observed during
field shocks (20). The extent of virtual electrode polariza-
tion depends on the phase of the cardiac cycle at the
time of stimulus application (24–27). During fibrillation,
the various portions of the heart exist in states that range
between fully refractory and fully recovered conditions;
therefore, investigation of the cardiac response to electric
stimulation delivered at different action potential (AP)
phases is necessary to enable understanding of the mecha-
nisms of defibrillation and for optimizing the shape and
strength of defibrillation shock.
Although numerous studies have been dedicated to study-
ing effects of field stimulation on systolic tissue, the effects
of field stimulation during diastole have been less investi-
gated. Sharifov and Fast (28) applied shocks transmurally
across an isolated pig left ventricle. They found direct and
rapid activation of the ventricular bulk over a wide range
of shock strengths and delayed activation and multiphasic
Vm responses at very strong shock strengths. However,
because they were imaging the cut-end of a preparation,
the extent to which damage, ischemia, and the angles of
the cut fibers with the tissue surface contributed to their
results is unknown (29). Recently Maleckar et al. (30)
used high-speed optical mapping in conjunction with com-
puter simulation to study the effect of polarity and stimulus
strength on the activation time (AT) during diastole. They
found that both polarity reversal and increasing shock-
strength lower AT. They also indicated the important role
of ventricular geometry in the location and size of shock-
induced hyperpolarization.
Whereas our earlier work (30) focused primarily on the
effect of shock strength on AT, this study examines the com-
plementary role of stimulus duration on AT so that we can
test hypotheses that:
1. Hyperpolarization caused by long shock durations
increases total AT; andBiophysical Journal 105(2) 523–5322. The activation-versus-shock-duration curve has a local
minimum in response to shocks of mild durations, and
it rises in response to shocks of both short and long
durations.
We operatedwith a high camera frame speed (5000 frames/s)
and used a custom stimulator that could provide pulses as
short as 100 ms (31) so that we could resolve for very fast
time the transient virtual anodes at the very beginning of
the shock. Because of the highly transient expected nature
of shock-induced hyperpolarization, we utilized a field shock
of strong intensity to investigate the duration-AT relationship
during very short stimulation time. We kept this field
strength, which at the shortest durations is just above the
stimulus threshold, constant for all shock durations, just as
we kept shock duration constant in the previous study (30).
To our knowledge, this provides new insights into transient
virtual anodes that, in typical experiments, are rapidly
overrun by wavefronts propagating away from the virtual
cathodes.METHODS
Experimental preparation
All experiments followed the guidelines of the National Institutes of Health
(Bethesda, MD) for the ethical use of animals in research and were
approved in advance by the Vanderbilt University Institutional Animal
Care and Use Committee.
Langendorff-perfused hearts (N ¼ 7) from New Zealand White rabbits
(2.2–3.5 kg, 3–3.5 months old) were used in this study. A detailed descrip-
tion of the heart preparation has been previously published in Sidorov et al.
(32,33). Briefly, the rabbit was preanesthetized with ketamine (50 mg/kg),
heparinized (1000 units), and anesthetized by pentobarbital sodium injec-
tion (60 mg/kg). The heart was removed and Langendorff-perfused on a
custom-built C-shaped glass arm (30). To minimize motion artifacts, the
excitation-contraction uncoupler 2,3-butanedione monoxime (BDM;
Sigma, St. Louis, MO) in a concentration of 15 mM was added to Tyrode’s
solution. The temperature and pH were continuously maintained at 37C
and at 7.4, respectively. The heart was positioned in a temperature-
controlled glass chamber such that the anterior side of the heart faced the
optical system.Optical imaging and data acquisition
The heart was stained with a gradual injection of 200 mL of the stock
solution of the voltage-sensitive dye di-4-ANEPPS (0.5 mg/mL dimethyl
sulfoxide; Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) via injection port above the
aorta. The fluorescence was excited by a diode-pumped, solid-state Verdi
laser (Coherent, Santa Clara, CA) at 532 nm. The emitted light was passed
through a cutoff filter (607 nm; Tiffen, Hauppauge, NY) and collected by
means of a high temporal charge-coupled device camera (26  26 pixels,
5000 frames/s; RedShirt Imaging, Decatur, GA). The typical field of
view was 5  5 cm2.Stimulation protocol
The heart was paced at a basic cycle length of 300 ms (S1) with a computer-
controlled current source (Bloom Associates, Narberth, PA) or a custom-
designed physiological stimulator (34) via an insulated bipolar electrode
AB
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means of a custom high-voltage stimulator (31), was applied through two
titanium plates positioned at opposite ends of the rectangular bath to face
the right and left ventricle. The dimension of the plates was 100 
120 mm. The S2 field shocks of 50 V/cm in magnitude and of 0.1, 0.2,
0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1, 1.5, 2, 3, 5, and 8 ms in duration were delivered to diastolic
tissue at a S1-S2 coupling interval of 300 ms. Current and voltage wave-
forms were monitored on a digital phosphor oscilloscope (TDS5034B;
Tektronix, Beaverton, OR) via a current probe (TCP305; Tektronix) and
a high-voltage differential probe (P5205; Tektronix) connected to two
Ag-AgCl electrodes of 2-mm diameter located in the bath (see the Support-
ing Material). The shocks for which the cathode faced the right ventricle
and the anode faced the left ventricle were labeled RV-. Shocks of opposite
polarity were referred to as LV- shocks (30).CData processing and analysis
To preserve the shock timing, no temporal filtering was applied. We
followed our previous image processing protocol (30). In summary, we
digitally removed from the data pixels corresponding to atrial tissue for
all subsequent analysis. The data were normalized on a pixel-by-pixel basis
according to the change in fluorescence during S1 pacing response. The
resulting normalized data (Fnorm) ranged from 0 (rest) to 1 (peak) for the
S1 response. Field shock AT for each ventricular pixel was computed as
the elapsed time from shock onset until 50% of the S1 action potential
amplitude was reached. To estimate the activation dynamics for the whole
heart, the sum of Fnorm for all ventricular pixels for each movie frame was
computed and normalized by dividing by the number of pixels summed to
yield averaged fluorescence (Favg).
In total, seven rabbit hearts were utilized to study diastolic tissue
response to shocks of different durations. Group data are presented as
mean values (SD). Statistical analysis was accomplished using the unpaired
t-test. Differences were considered significant if P < 0.05.FIGURE 1 The Vm distribution as a function of the time in response to
50 V/cm shocks that were (A) short (0.2 ms), (B) intermediate (1.0 ms),
or (C) long (8.0 ms). For RV-, the electric field is applied from right to
left, and for LV-, from left to right. The data were normalized according
to change in fluorescence during S1 response.RESULTS
Effects of field shock duration on Vm distribution
patterns during and soon after the shock
Fig. 1 illustrates typical Vm distribution resulting from
50 V/cm shocks of 0.2 ms (Fig. 1 A), 1 ms (Fig. 1 B), and
8 ms (Fig. 1 C) in duration. During a short shock, the nega-
tive polarization (blue pixels) of the anodal side and depo-
larization (red pixels) on the cathodal side of the heart
is easily discernible at the time of shock termination
(0.2 ms) for both RV- and LV- polarities. The hyperpolar-
ization at both right and left ventricle ends immediately af-
ter shock cessation. At 4.2 ms, the fraction of activated
tissue encompasses 90.5 and 93.2% for shocks of normal
and reversed polarity, respectively. During 1-ms shock, the
hyperpolarization is most prominent at approximately the
middle of the shock for both polarities (Fig. 1 B, 0.6-ms
frames). In contrast to the response to the short S2, in this
case activation occurs more quickly and attains 96.1% at
2.2 ms after S2 onset, when the right ventricle faces the
cathode (Fig. 1 B, RV-), and is 93.1% at 2.6 ms for the oppo-
site polarity (Fig. 1 B, LV-). The response to an 8-ms shock
results in strong positive and negative polarization, which is
sustained for a longer period compared to the response to a
1-ms shock. When the left ventricle faces the cathode, thefraction of activated tissue reaches 91.4% at 3.8 ms
(Fig. 1 C, LV-), and for the reverse polarity a similar fraction
of activation of 91.1% takes place at the 4.2-ms frame. In all
hearts the response to an 8-ms shock was much stronger and
significantly faster compared to a 0.2-ms shock (P < 0.05,
N ¼ 7), and the response to a 1-ms shock was always faster
than the response to both 0.2-ms and 8-ms shocks (P< 0.05,
N ¼ 7).Effects of field-shock duration on the activation
dynamics
Fig. 2 demonstrates whole heart activation dynamics
in response to different S2 duration in one of the heartBiophysical Journal 105(2) 523–532
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FIGURE 2 The whole-heart integrated fluores-
cence, Favg, as a function of the shock duration
and polarity. The shock strength is 50 V/cm. (Left
and right columns) Analysis of activation times
(ATs) in response to shocks of RV- and LV- polar-
ities, respectively. (First row) Favg for each shock
duration with the shortest shocks represented by
the darkest text. (Second row) Time-duration
plot. (Third row) Magnified view of the first 5 ms
of Favg.
526 Woods et al.preparations. It is seen that for both polarities the shortest
shocks (solid color, upper row) exhibit slower upstroke
velocities than shocks with longer durations (lighter
traces). The negative polarization is evident during S2
stimulation as a brief downward deflection at the time of
S2. The fluorescence intensity in the time-duration plot
(second row) represents the change of activation time
with increasing shock duration. The horizontal solid line
is hyperpolarization, which becomes thicker with S2
extension. The time-duration plot also indicates that faster
activation is caused by S2 stimulation of intermediate
duration for either shock polarity. To better show upstroke
dynamics, the traces during and soon after shock termi-
nation were magnified and are presented in the third
row. Hyperpolarization after shock onset can be clearly
observed in each curve, including the traces resulting
from RV- and LV- shocks of 0.1- and 0.2-ms dura-
tions, though in these cases hyperpolarization of the
left and right ventricles is of small magnitude and there-
fore has a minimal contribution in the averaged signal.
For all other shock durations and polarities, the negative
polarization is strong and reveals itself in the whole
heart activation dynamics. The slowest activations corres-
pond to the shortest shock durations of 0.1 and 0.2 ms.
As the duration of the shock grows longer, the stronger
hyperpolarization dominates in averaged fluorescenceBiophysical Journal 105(2) 523–532and delays the onset of the response and ventricular
activation.
The change in the AT histogram from shock duration is
displayed in Fig. 3. The corresponding AT maps are shown
as insets. The S2 with 0.1-ms duration produces very slow
and heterogeneous propagation. The increase in shock dura-
tion to 0.4 ms causes bimodal AT distribution with maxima
at 0.9 and 2.5 ms for RV- shock and at 1.3 and 2.1 ms for
shock of reverse polarity. The first fast peak reflects the acti-
vation of the virtual cathode area, whereas the second hump
signifies activation of the rest tissue. The 1-ms shock gener-
ates fast and homogeneous propagation with maxima of AT
distribution at 1.3 ms for both polarities. The successive
increase of shock duration to 8 ms causes the histogram
to become broader and smaller in amplitude. Such a change
is due to hyperpolarization at the virtual anode region,
which becomes stronger with S2 extension and impedes
rapid activation of the entire heart. The behavior of the
AT distribution change is similar for shocks of normal
and reverse polarity.
Fig. 4 shows the total mean AT as a function of shock
duration and polarity measured in seven separate experi-
ments. Because of high shock strength (50 V/cm), total
mean AT decreases rapidly with increasing duration until
0.8 ms. The fastest total mean AT is 1.55 5 0.27 ms and
1.635 0.21 ms (N ¼ 7) and corresponds to shock duration
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FIGURE 3 Histograms of the AT distribution
caused by the shock duration of 0.1, 0.4, 1, and
8 ms. (Insets) Corresponding AT maps.
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extension of the shock duration results in delay in activation
in both normal and reverse polarities. The total mean AT
measured for 3-, 5-, and 8-ms shocks is significantly longer
than for 0.8- and 1-ms shocks for both polarities. The
increasing S2 duration to 8 ms delays total mean AT to
2.32  0.41 ms and 2.37 5 0.3 ms (N ¼ 7) for RV- and
LV- correspondingly. There is no significant difference in to-tal mean AT between two polarities when compared for the
same S2 duration.Analysis of the right- and left-ventricle regions
of interest
Because two ventricular chambers activate differently
depending on the field direction, we analyzed separatelyBiophysical Journal 105(2) 523–532
FIGURE 4 Mean AT, measured from the onset of the shock, as a function
of shock duration. The data represent seven separate experiments. Error
bars indicate the SD of the mean. For cathode faced to right ventricle:
zP < 0.05 compared with mean ATs in response to shock duration of 0.1,
0.2, 0.8, and 1 ms, and #P < 0.05 compared with mean ATs for shock dura-
tion of 0.8, 1, 3, 5, and 8 ms. For cathode faced to left ventricle: yP < 0.05
compared with mean ATs in response to shock duration of 0.1, 0.2, 0.8, and
1; and *P< 0.05 compared with mean ATs for shock duration of 0.8, 1, 3, 5,
and 8 ms.
528 Woods et al.the regions of interest during LV- and RV- shocks. Fig. 5
displays mean AT in individual regions on the right and
left ventricle as a result of shock duration and polarity.
The regions of interest in the right and left ventricles are
depicted in activation maps with shaded and solid rectan-
gles, respectively. Two curves exhibit similar dynamics:
abrupt descent when shock duration starts to increase, local
minimum positioned between 0.4 and 0.8 ms S2, and then
ascent of the curve with subsequent extending of the shock.RV-
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Biophysical Journal 105(2) 523–532The local minimum and ascending phase is more evident in
curves generated from hyperpolarized chambers, whereas
for chambers facing the cathode there is little change in
mean AT for shocks longer than 1 ms. The dip appears
earlier in the curves created from depolarized chambers
and indicates very fast activation, which corresponds to
0.91 5 0.16 ms and 0.84 5 0.17 ms (N ¼ 36) at shock
duration of 0.4 ms for normal and reverse polarity, respec-
tively. In the curves generated from hyperpolarized cham-
bers, the dip occurs later and corresponds to AT of
2.02 5 0.38 ms at 1-ms shock and 2.07 5 0.39 ms
(N ¼ 36) at 0.8-ms shock for RV- and LV- shock, respec-
tively. It is also evident that activation of negative polarized
regions is significantly delayed for all shock durations
compared with those for positive polarized regions of inter-
est. The activation maps presented in the lower row clearly
demonstrate the difference in activation pattern depending
on the shock duration and polarity.
To characterize further the differences in right- and left-
ventricle activation in response to different shock duration
and polarity, Favg was computed for regions of interest indi-
cated in Fig. 5 and displayed in Fig. 6. The traces were
aligned according to time of shock termination and repre-
sent activation during and immediately after the shock.
Fig. 6 clearly illustrates dramatically different activation
dynamics of the regions in the right and left ventricles
caused by change in field direction. In the upper row for
RV- shock, when the right ventricle faces the cathode,
Favg traces for the right-ventricle region reveal slow activa-
tion for shock durations of 0.1 and 0.2 ms, but for all longer
shock durations, the activation is rapid and starts at the
shock onset. Negative polarization is very prominent in
Favg traces computed from the left ventricle facing the6 8
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FIGURE 5 AT of right- and left-ventricle
regions of interest as a function of shock duration
and polarity. (Lower row) Whole heart AT maps
for shock duration of 0.2, 1, and 8 ms. (Shaded
and solid rectangles) Maps depict the right- and
left-ventricle regions of interest. *P < 0.01
compared AT in right- and left-ventricle regions
of interest.
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FIGURE 6 Favg for right- and left-ventricle
regions of interest as a function of shock duration
and polarity. (Vertical arrow) Termination of the
shock, and all waveforms were aligned by their
S2 termination to emphasize both the hyperpolar-
ization of the virtual anodes that occurs at the
beginning of each shock, and the rapid activation
that occurs immediately at the end of the shock,
particularly for the shorter shocks. The timescale
was chosen to show activation dynamics during
and immediately after the shocks. (Left column)
Favg for the right-ventricle region of interest. (Right
column) Favg for the left-ventricle region of
interest. (Upper row) RV- stimulation. (Lower
row) LV- stimulation.
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In general, activation of the left ventricle is much slower in
comparison with the right ventricle. The traces from the left
ventricle region of interest in response to shock durations of
3, 5, and 8 ms exhibit complex dynamics, which has four
phases: negative polarization with shock onset, fast depolar-
ization, slow depolarization, and sharp increase in upstroke
velocity after shock termination. The hyperpolarization in
the Favg traces lasts for ~1.5 ms for shock durations of
1.5 ms and greater. The increase in shock duration did not
lengthen the time of hyperpolarization. In the lower row,
the field direction was reversed so that negative polarization
is observed in all of the right-ventricle traces and four-phase
behavior is evident for shocks of long duration. In this case,
activation for the left ventricle is stronger and faster than for
the right ventricle.DISCUSSION
The existence of virtual electrodes in the heart as a result of
point stimulation was first demonstrated in 1991 (35) and
was fully consistent with the predictions of the cardiac bido-
main model (36). Subsequently, it became clear that virtual
cathodes and anodes supported four different modes of car-
diac activation (23). As the significance of virtual electrodes
was more widely appreciated, it became clear that they pro-
vided the long-sought mechanism for large-scale electrical
defibrillation of the heart (4–7). Most recently, an analysis
of global cardiac activation time versus shock strength
(30) provided insights into how the effect of distributed vir-
tual electrodes depended upon shock strength, but did not
address the source of these distributed virtual electrodes.
This result contributed to the development of low-energy
electrical control of cardiac rhythm disturbances, whereseveral small shocks were shown to be more effective in
halting fibrillation than one large one because of the contri-
butions of virtual electrodes that arise from cardiac hetero-
geneities produced by the branching structure of the cardiac
vasculature (19,20).
However, none of these studies resolved the long-running
question as to why imaging of activation of the entire heart
by field stimulation demonstrated strong virtual cathodes
but not the corresponding virtual anodes. We hypothesized
that these virtual anodes were transient and were very
quickly overrun by activation from anodal break or by wave-
fronts propagating into them from adjacent virtual cathodes.
As the speed of charge-coupled device cameras increased to
5000 frames/s and we developed a custom defibrillator
capable of strong defibrillation shocks (~100 J at 500 volts)
with durations as short as 100 ms (31), we began to search
for these missing virtual anodes. This article represents a
significant extension of our prior work (30) by exploring
global activation of the heart not as a function of shock
strength but as a function of shock duration, with an
emphasis on very short shocks. The need to probe with short
shocks then required the use of a strong field, because the
amount of charge delivered to the cardiac membrane that
is required for activation is proportional to the product of
local field strength and duration (37).
In this studywe investigated, for the first time to our knowl-
edge, the effects of duration of a strong uniformfield shock on
polarization pattern and activation dynamics in a diastolic
whole heart preparation and tested the hypothesis that:
1. Hyperpolarization caused by long shock durations
increases AT; and
2. The activation-versus-shock-duration curve contains
a dip.Biophysical Journal 105(2) 523–532
530 Woods et al.To examine this hypothesis, we utilized our custom defibril-
lator, which could deliver shocks as short as 100 ms (31) and
a high-speed optical mapping system capable of imaging
5000 frames/s to image the anterior surface of the isolated
rabbit heart. In previous work we have shown that hyper-
polarization is an important factor, which, if of sufficient
size, can halt propagation, causing a paradoxical increase
in AT for stronger shocks (30). The existence of hyperpo-
larization inside the bulk muscle adds complexity to this
phenomenon (8).
Our experimental evidence confirms the important role
of hyperpolarization in cardiac tissue activation. Here we
demonstrated complex behavior of the AT shock duration
relationship, which has a local minimum for S2 duration
of 0.8 and 1 ms. The activation of the heart corresponding
to these shocks occurred significantly faster than during
shorter or longer durations. We did not observe any statisti-
cally significant difference in AT for the same shock dura-
tion caused by change in field orientation. The separate
analysis of right and left ventricles revealed origination of
the dip in the AT shock duration curve predominantly in
hyperpolarized areas of either right or left ventricle, and
the activation of the depolarized chamber was significantly
faster than the hyperpolarized.
During long shock duration we observed four different
phases in Favg from hyperpolarized areas: initial hyperpolar-
ization at shock onset, rapid depolarization, slow depolari-
zation, and fast depolarization after shock cessation. This
complex morphology is similar to the morphology of the
optical traces obtained from porcine LV wedge preparations
during transmural field stimulation (28). In particular, the
second, third, and fourth phases we observed correspond
to three phases detected by Sharifov and Fast (28). The dif-
ference is that they did not analyze hyperpolarization. How-
ever, careful examination of one of the curves in their article
(in Fig. 4 C) reveals transient, small magnitude hyperpolar-
ization at shock onset in response to a shock of 38 V/cm of
10 ms in duration. This disagrees with our results, wherein
we detect very prominent negative polarization for shocks
with these approximate parameters. Such a discrepancy
could be explained by a difference between our whole heart
and their wedge preparations. In response to strong shocks,
the whole heart preparation exhibits rather uniform surface
polarization of the right and left ventricle, so that hyper-
polarization is not much obstructed by intermittent virtual
cathodes, as happens during mapping wedge preparations.
Sharifov and Fast (28) hypothesized that the complex
upstroke is a result of electrotonic interaction and spatial
averaging of virtual electrode polarization at microscopic
heterogeneities. The activation is very rapid at the virtual
cathode, while at virtual anodes, negative polarization can
occur for the duration of the shock. Spatial averaging by
the imaging modality of adjacent virtual cathodes and
anodes would lead to observations of multiphasic upstrokes.
When a homogeneous electric field affects the whole heart,Biophysical Journal 105(2) 523–532basically two types of the membrane polarization affect the
heart:
1. The surface polarization occupies a thin layer that
extends to a few length constants (6) and is affected by
tissue structure and fiber orientation with respect to the
field lines (5).
2. The bulk polarization occurs throughout the ventricular
wall, mostly due to the specific fiber architecture, in
particular the fiber curvature and rotation (5,11).
In addition, the fibers are organized in layers with clefts
between them, which together with the heart vascular sys-
tem increase intramural tissue heterogeneity and enhance
the impact of the tissue bulk in shock outcome (17,20).
Therefore, the surface polarization at the tissue-bath inter-
face in the field-induced response more likely relates to
the fourth phase in upstroke of the optical signal.
Due to the three-dimensional origin of the recorded
optical signal, the photon scattering can affect optical AP
upstroke and influence accuracy of AT measuring (38–42).
Walton et al. (43) have shown that surface AT determined
based on maximal slope of upstroke was more precise
than that measured at 50% amplitude. Due to deeper optical
penetration, this discrepancy was more pronounced for
longer wavelength excitation when near-infrared dye was
utilized. The upstroke distortion also depends on front
orientation with respect to epicardial surface, so that photon
scattering is most profound when the wavefront propagates
toward or away from the recording surface (41,42). In
particular, the maximal slope of upstroke is located near
the peak of optical AP if the wave propagates toward the
surface, and it is close to the resting value of optical AP
when the wave spreads from the surface of the heart (41).
In general, the influence of the photon scattering on the
upstroke is most evident when the heart is paced locally
from a particular site (43) and during field stimulation
with near-threshold intensities (17). Under these circum-
stances, the majority of the cardiac tissue is activated by
propagating excitation waves. In our experiments, a similar
condition takes place during stimulation with very short
shocks, resulting in the most heterogeneous activation.
On the contrary, if shocks are longer than 0.2 ms, a sub-
stantial part of the tissue is excited directly via largely
extended virtual cathode polarization, and optical AP
upstroke would be less distorted. However, when shock
duration lengthens for >3 ms and causes an increase in
total AT, the virtual anode-mediated strong hyperpolar-
ization precludes earlier activation at these regions and
thereby could favor propagation of excitation from intra-
mural virtual cathodes toward surface-hyperpolarized
layers. The complex activation dynamics could result in
the multiphasic AP upstroke displayed in Fig. 6, where
the second and third phases of fast and slow depolarization
could reflect intramural excitation. In such manner, the cri-
terion of 50% of amplitude that was utilized in our work
Diastolic Stimulation and Epicardial Activation and Propagation 531more likely shifts AT at the virtual anode regions to be
faster and therefore underestimates the hyperpolarization-
mediated delay in total AT.CONCLUSION
The results of our work are potentially relevant to mech-
anisms responsible for defibrillation shock failure. It is
considered that negative polarization creates excitable
gaps and thus produces postshock excitable areas that can
serve as substrates for existing or new wavefront precipita-
tion (4). In this context, the time of propagation through
these areas is critical for defibrillation shock outcome. If
this time is long enough for adjacent tissue to recover, the
reentrant electrical activity can revive (44). In conditions
where virtual electrode-induced hyperpolarization affects
tissue with lower Vm, the hyperpolarization could cause a
delay in excitation and thereby hamper the success of the
defibrillation.Limitations
Along with known limitations of the use of BDM (45,46), in
this study we did not image the posterior surface of the heart.
This information would allow us to analyze and represent the
fractional contribution of negative and positive polarization
in activation time of the whole heart. However, we believe
that it would not change the main results and conclusion of
our work relating to the role of hyperpolarization and shock
duration in activation dynamics of cardiac tissue.SUPPORTING MATERIAL
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